Stories For Kids Bedtime
Lion and Deer story

There used to be a lot of animals in a dense forest and the king of that forest was a lion. The
lion used to hunt and eat the animals and thus he used to feed his stomach. One day the lion
thought that he is the king of that forest, then why does he chase so many animals and hunt
them. He should order all and get food for himself.
Because of this, the lion announced in the forest that he would tell the animals a new rule of the
forest the next day. On hearing this, all the animals of the forest started thinking what could be
the new rule? The next day, everyone gathered at one place, and then the lion came there. The
lion told the new law to everyone. That new rule was that one animal would come into his cave
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every day, which he would kill and eat. All the animals got scared of hearing this, but what could
they do?
They had to obey the order of the king. The king made the deer his servant and told him that he
would bring an animal to him every day. The deer was very afraid of the lion, so he said to the
lion in a suppressed voice, "Yes, King, I will bring an animal for you every day."
According to the rule of the lion, the deer takes the animal to the lion. Lion kills them and
consumes them. This went on for several days and the animals of the forest were upset due to
this. One day suddenly there was heavy rain in the forest. Due to the rain, all the animals of the
forest hid in their places but the lion wanted to enjoy the rain. He roamed all day in full rain and
as soon as the rain stopped, he went to his cave.
As soon as he woke up the next day, his health was poor. The lion had a cold and cough. He
was sick all day. Then the buck came to him and said to him, "King, which animal should I bring
for you today?" The lion was coughing too much due to which he could not speak. That is why
the lion asked the deer to leave from there.
The condition of the lion was getting worse day by day because the cold and cough were not
healing. He was starving. Then the animals thought about helping the lion by looking at it. All
the animals of the forest came together to collect the best herbs and then made a decoction.
Now the animals had to give that decoction to the lion. In such a situation, all the animals were
retreating because they did not want to go to the lion. Then a gorilla agreed to give the lion a
decoction. He went to the cave and gave him the decoction. As the health worsened, the lion
thought of drinking it.
The lion's cold and cough were cured the next day after drinking the decoction. Now he was
hungry and needed to eat. Because of this, he got out of his cave. When he got out, he saw a
deer grazing the grass. Then he thought of hunting deer. He went near the buck and pretended
to eat grass. The buck saw that the lion was eating grass. He was very surprised to see this.
Then he asked the lion, "King, why are you eating grass?"
In such a situation, the lion replied, "I am eating grass because I have understood that it is not
good to feed others by killing them. That is why I am eating grass and I feel very good eating
grass. From now onI will not hurt the animal."
The deer believed in these things of the lion and he came close to the lion. Seeing the
opportunity, the lion immediately caught the deer and killed it, and ate it. Again the lion started
hunting the animals of the forest and its terror increased.
The rest of the animals in the forest understood that they should not have saved the life of a
lion. Because he will never change his nature.
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From this story, we learn that people never change their nature, that is why we should test and
trust people.

